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Inside Story: Radio and Sports Teams—A Complicated Relationship. When sports 
teams and broadcast radio align, the partnership can be fruitful—and sometimes fraught. 
Radio stations pay handsomely for local broadcast rights to their hometown teams, and 
forge deep programming and promotional ties, looping in the loyal listeners who are hungry 
for intense coverage in-game and beyond. But issues sometimes abound. When a team 
is struggling or a player gets into trouble, interests can collide. If a station is perceived as 
going easy on a sports club, they risk being seen as the team’s mouthpiece. Alternately, if 
hosts get too critical or personal, the teams can call foul. It can even get confrontational. 
“A station can’t tell a team who to start at quarterback, and the team shouldn’t be telling 
them who should host afternoons,” says sports marketing consultant David Pearlman, who 
has advised both teams and radio stations on rights deals. “At the same time, they need 
to maintain strong promotional and programming partnerships.” Stations walk a delicate 
tightrope, but radio execs say it can be done. “You can be a great partner and have editorial 
lines of separation,” says Chris Oliviero, CBS Radio’s executive VP of programming. “There 
are a lot of dollars at stake for both the team and the rights holder,” adds Tom Langmyer, GM 
of Scripps “620 News Radio” WTMJ Milwaukee. Stations were reminded of the stakes last 
month, when a public spat erupted between the NFL’s Detroit Lions and CBS-owned “97.1 
The Ticket” WXYT-FM, and the long-time partners parted ways amid censorship claims. 
Sports radio executives say the Detroit incident was an extreme situation, but illustrates 
the dilemma of how stations can serve listeners and maintain productive relations with pro 
teams. Detroit Blitz—A look at the issues that sent the Lions packing from CBS to 
Cumulus, only at InsideRadio.com.

Stations Must Balance Listener/Team Demands. In the wake of the Detroit Lions’ split from WXYT-FM, some radio 
broadcasters have been examining their own policies, looking to safeguard their investment and their reputation in the realm 
of sports team coverage. So what’s a station to do? One important bit of advice—set guidelines for on-air hosts and maintain 
communication with the teams, executives say. To both serve listeners and honor partnerships, radio executives say it is 
imperative their hosts and reporters know the ground rules—Be fair, be honest and don’t get personal. “Criticize the play, 
the performance or the decision, but not the person,” says sports radio consultant Rick Scott, who works with teams and 
stations. On Cumulus stations, hosts need to be opinionated, but respectful, says Gilbert. “The talent has opinions about 
performance on the field, but we’re not going to get into name-calling, muckraking or mean dialogue for the sake of ratings,” 
he says. In Milwaukee, Scripps “620 News Radio” WTMJ has aired Green Bay Packers games since 1929, and also carries 
the NBA’s Milwaukee Bucks and MLB’s Milwaukee Brewers. General manager Tom Langmyer says face-to-face contact is 
key. “We encourage our hosts and reporters to get out of the studio and the radio station and develop relationships with the 
teams, and get the information straight from the management and players themselves,” Langmyer says. While problems 
can crop up with any team, flare-ups with NFL teams often attract the most attention. In addition to being wildly popular, 

AIRING IT OUT: 
SIX BEST PRACTICES FOR 
TEAMS & STATIONS
What’s the best way for stations 
to maintain a good rapport with 
the teams they report on? Here 
are suggestions from the experts:

1. Set guidelines for hosts
2. Maintain communication 

with teams
3. Be fair, balanced and honest
4. Don’t get personal
5. Be opinionated, but 

respectful
6. Invite coaches, players and 

owners on-air to give their 
take on a controversy

Source: Inside Radio Interviews
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NFL teams only play once a week, where MLB, NBA and NHL franchises play multiple games per week. With so much time 
between games, sports talk hosts have hours of airtime to dissect the last game and pontificate about the next. That’s So 
Ravens—Baltimore station GM Cary Pahigian talks about how being fair and balanced is the best way to maintain 
station/team harmony, only at InsideRadio.com.

Stations To Teams, Regarding Talking—Hey, We’re Open. The 24/7 news cycle and social media have increased interest 
in pro teams and elevated the public profile of athletes and coaches. Any negative actions—on the field or off—get intense 
scrutiny. Many stations have clear guidelines for game-related commentary, but discussing off-field transgressions, such as 
social issues or legal disputes, can present challenges. “There is a higher level of responsibility when you address those 
issues,” says CBS Radio executive VP Chris Oliviero. “Sports radio hosts know sports. When something is not your core 
competency, you need to acknowledge that, get educated and book guests who are knowledgeable and not go by the seat 
of your pants.” On occasion, radio executives say they do get angry calls from team management and coaches, but that 
can create opportunities. At Cumulus-owned stations, Bruce Gilbert says coaches, players and owners have been invited to 
go on-air and give their version of a story. “No one can speak to their side better,” he says. “It can be the best resolution. It 
gives transparency to the fans and it gives them the best coverage.” Establishing open communication, execs say, can keep 
disputes from boiling over. It can help manage a team’s expectations as well. “Some teams feel the media should be part of 
their PR department and want to control them. It is not going to happen and good teams know that,” sports radio consultant 
Rick Scott says. At CBS Radio, which has more than 30 pro teams on its stations, Oliviero says station managers and team 
officials have well-established connections. “It is critical to have open communication and dialogue,” he says. “We know who 
to call and when.”

Nielsen’s Comparable Data Shows Radio’s Power. A new report reaffirming radio as a critical medium for advertisers may 
help level the playing field for it to compete for a larger share of ad dollars. Nielsen’s inaugural Comparable Metrics Report 
shows radio has the highest weekly reach across all age groups, as more than 90% of all adults 
listen each week. The finding is significant because the new report for the first time provides clarity 
in the form of “apples to apples” metrics. Previous media comparisons often compared weekly 
cume for one medium to monthly reach for another. Adults still spend the most time watching TV, 
with radio coming in second place across almost all groups, followed by smartphones, PCs, TV-
connected devices and then tablets, the study showed. In addition to “how many,” the study shines a light on “how often” 
consumers tune in with radio and TV usage amounting to more than five days each week. “While some media have seen 
decreases in usage, radio has posted the most consistent minutes of usage across all ages,” Nielsen says in the report. 
African-Americans and Hispanics tune in the most, spending more than 13 hours listening to the radio. 

Radio ‘Moves the Needle’ for Ads—Nielsen. Nielsen’s inaugural Comparable Metrics Report provides another compelling 
reminder of what amounts to a startling disconnect between how consumers divide their media time and how advertisers 
allocate their dollars among the various media. According to several eMarketer reports, TV will account for 37.9% ($74B) of 
the total U.S. media ad spend in 2015, followed by digital with 31.6% ($61.7B) and radio with 8.2% ($16B). Nielsen says its 
AdIntel data affirms this finding. Yet the Comparable Metrics Report shows the media pie is carved much differently when it 
looks at consumers. The average adult spends 775 minutes in a typical week with radio. Add that to the 1,950 minutes for TV 
and the 972 minutes for digital and radio commands 20% of total time spent. And yet, when ad-buying decisions are being 
made, radio only attracts that 8.2% of the total U.S. media spending share. To combat this, radio has been taking bigger 
steps toward demonstrating advertising effectiveness. A recent Nielsen sales effect study found that radio could generate 
up to a $17 return for a $1 investment. “As an influential voice in consumers’ purchasing decisions and the last medium they 
listen to before going shopping, radio can really move the needle for advertisers looking to grow their business,” Nielsen 
says in the report. 
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Geraldo: Lockout Will Cost Cumulus. The tabloid-worthy rumors that Geraldo Rivera and Cumulus Media were feuding 
have been flying—and they appear to be all too real. In a lawsuit filed Wednesday by the radio host with the New York State 
Supreme Court, Rivera claims that Cumulus’ new top management reneged on a $600,000 deal for him to continue hosting 
his daily radio show in New York and—here’s the tabloid smackdown—locked him out of his studio. According to Bloomberg, 
the 72-year-old investigative reporter and host claims, in Rivera v. Cumulus Media Inc., that Cumulus 
locked him out of his studio and office at “TalkRadio 77” WABC after refusing to honor a one-year 
agreement for 2016. Rivera began anchoring a New York-only show for Cumulus starting in January 
2014, when the company yanked his late-morning talk show from syndication. Rivera hosted TV 
talk show “Geraldo” from 1987-98 and now helms Fox News Channel newsmagazine “Geraldo at 
Large” Rivera says his agent negotiated the deal with Cumulus executive VP John Dickey, who left 
the company in September, and that the company’s new management wrongfully refused to honor it. 
In an email to Rivera on Sept. 30, Dickey “acknowledged the employment agreement,” the suit says, 
when he wrote: “Thanks Geraldo. I admire your work and your loyalty. Glad you will be covering the election on 77 WABC 
next year.” In a November Facebook post reported by The New York Post, Rivera wrote, “It is not about the money. Because 
of their unforgivable disrespect, I will fight them and they will end up costing their battered company far more in damages 
than they expect to save in my salary.” Cumulus did not respond to a Bloomberg request for comment.

Jeb Bush Takes Campaign To Radio. Presidential candidate Jeb Bush’s super PAC is utilizing the radio airwaves in an 
effort to better rivals Donald Trump, Ted Cruz and Marco Rubio. Right to Rise USA has added $266,000 in radio ads to its 
previous $3.7 million TV buy in early voting states and on Fox News. The ads point to the terrorist attacks in Paris and San 
Bernardino, CA, mocking the foreign policy credentials of his foes. According to AP, the radio ad mirrors a Bush television 
spot, with a voiceover stating, “Who has the judgment and intelligence? Donald Trump is impulsive, reckless and offensive,” 
then criticizing Texas Sen. Cruz for backing legislation to curb the federal government’s power to collect phone records, and 
Florida Sen. Rubio for missing national security votes and hearings to instead campaign and raise money. The spend has 
already stirred controversy. On Wednesday, Right to Rise USA released a letter from Trump’s attorney threatening to sue 
over the TV ad. AP reports that the super PAC sent a mocking response invoking its free speech rights and calling Trump a 
bully. “Should your client actually be elected Commander-in-Chief, will you be the one writing the cease and desist letter to 
[Russian President] Vladimir Putin, or will that be handled by outside counsel?” Right to Rise has so far spent $30+ million 
on pro-Bush ads. Meanwhile, in Wisconsin, the state Republican Party is airing a radio ad attacking Democratic U.S. Senate 
candidate Russ Feingold on national security amid his run against Republican incumbent Ron Johnson. As Inside Radio 
previously reported, Borrell Associates forecasts that political spending on radio in 2016 will total $827 million, up from $809 
million from the previous presidential year in 2012.

Inside Radio is written by Paul Heine, Chuck Taylor and Allison Romano, and is edited by Rob Edelstein.  If you have comments 
on a story, a news release, or a news tip, send it to editor@insideradio.com, or call 800-275-2840.  To advertise in Inside Radio, 
contact Karen Bak karynbak@insideradio.com, and for anything else, contact Gene McKay, genemckay@insideradio.com

— Get more news, people moves and insider extras @ www.insideradio.com. —

»» Copyright Royalty Board renders decision on new webcasting royalty rates
»» Targeting Beyond Demographics, Adweek webinar (Tues., Details)
»» Essentials of Digital Media for Sellers & Planners/Buyers, New York (Tues., Details)
»» Principles of Programmatic Media, New York (Wed., Details)
»» FCC’s December Open Meeting (Thurs., Details)
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Great ideas and products featured in Must Read Monday come from innovative companies, sponsors and our greatest resource-our readers!  
If you have a successful product, an idea, or an innovative service to share, email: MRM@insideradio.com.

Peeking at a survey we’re 
conducting for RAB this month, 
I can’t help but think that only a 
select few radio groups have it 
right when comes to digital. And 
I know who they are.

HERE’S THE PROBLEM: 
The industry is selling digital advertising mostly 
to existing radio customers (74% report that radio 
customers are also digital customers). And its main 
digital products aren’t the kind that would allow stations 
to steal dollars from newspapers, TV or yellow page 
competitors. 

More than half say that banners or streaming audio 
spots are their main source of revenue. Very few are 
selling search advertising, streaming video spots or 
online listings-placement.

But not everyone is using the Internet in a way that 
erodes its core audio product. Some local media 
companies – and not just those in the radio space – 
have a brilliant strategy to leverage themselves into 
growth mode again. 

These could be considered the “successor” companies. 
There’s nothing new about what they’re doing.  Their 
pattern emerged in the 1920s, 1950s and 1960s when 
they branched out from existing media businesses and 
seized the “new media” of their day by establishing 
radio stations, then TV, then cable companies.  A 
century ago, James Cox owned a single newspaper 
and built it into a multibillion-dollar empire that includes 
newspapers, radio, TV, cable and now a billion-dollar 
digital enterprise.

WHO ARE TODAY’S LIKELY SUCCESSORS?  
We’ve invited them to take the stage at the annual 
Local Online Advertising Conference in New York 
on Feb. 29th and March 1st.  It’s the largest gathering 
of local media cognoscenti in the U.S. and Canada. 

The Theme: “The Successors Emerge.” RAB 
members get a $100 discount with discount code 
RAB100. 

SEE THE AGENDA OR REGISTER HERE:  
borrellassociates.com/loac2016. Hope you can 
make it – and I hope your company is already on the 
successor list!

CLUES EMERGE: WHICH RADIO COMPANIES WILL SUCCEED?
by Gordon Borrell, Borrell Associates, Inc.
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MORE OPPORTUNITIES 
@ INSIDERADIO.COM >>

LSM & DSM — BALTIMORE

Hearst is one of the nation’s most 
diversified media, information and 

technology companies and we 
believe in impactful live and local 
radio. Our Baltimore stations are 
news/talk powerhouse WBAL-

AM and the legendary 98 ROCK, 
and we are the flagship for the 

Baltimore Ravens and Navy 
Football. We need both a Local 
Sales Manager and Digital 
Sales Manager who share 

our desire to combine superior 
local content with exceptional 
sales leadership.  Our team 
is determined and energetic, 
and our work environment is 

respectable with a high standard 
of excellence. To Apply and Learn 

more about Hearst and these 
leadership opportunities: 

CLICK HERE     EOE

TWO POSITIONS AVAILABLE — BEASLEY MEDIA GROUP
Director of Sales (DOS) / Las Vegas, Nevada 

Director of Sales (DOS) / Fayetteville, North Carolina   
            
The Director of Sales manages sales activities of the following revenue lines: radio, digital, live events 
and our line of interactive products. This individual will manage and oversee the daily operations of the 
market’s integrated sales department. The successful Director of Sales will develop strategies to attain 
sales revenue and market share goals within the market.  

  The ideal candidate will: 
• Lead the local sales team in creating value and delivering results for advertisers;
• Develop and implement strategic integrated sales plans;
• Maintain a weekly on-street presence, meeting with key clients;
• Demonstrate ability to innovate and change quickly, based upon market and industry needs.

 
  Qualifications:

• Proven advertising industry experience including but not limited to:
 TV, Radio, Print, Digital ad products
• Track record of leading sales teams to meet and exceed revenue goals  
• 3+ years of overall advertising sales experience
• 3+ years of sales management experience 

Contact the following parties no later than January 8, 2016. 
Send cover letter and resume to:    

Heather Monahan heather@bbgi.com 
and Kim Barber kim.barber@bbgi.com 

Beasley Media Group, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

qualGENERAL SALES MANAGER  — FORT WAYNE, IN
Are you driven to be the very best?

Are you a passionate natural born leader?
Do you enjoy coaching sales people to be successful?

If you answered “YES” to those three questions, you could be our 
next General Sales Manager, and you need to contact us NOW!

Federated Media is a true media company comprised of Radio, 
Newspaper, Entertainment and Digital Solutions in Northern Indiana. 
Federated Media Fort Wayne is now welcoming applications for a 
GSM opening in their six station cluster.  Federated Media Fort Wayne 
provides a unique growth oriented environment focused on providing 
solutions for our Clients, backing our sales teams with comprehensive 
resources and capabilities including the Center for Sales Strategy 
(CSS) Customer Focused Selling and Talent Focused Management.

Send resume to Jim Allgeier:
jallgeier@federatedmedia.com  

Confidentiality assured.  

Federated Media is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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